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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this thesis was to gain a deeper understanding of the factors contributing to the 
fixation of bone-anchored implants, especially with regard to surface chemistry, surface 
topography and implant loading. The methodology used in the thesis ranges from systematic 
bench studies, computer simulations, experimental in vivo studies, to load cell 
measurements on patients treated with bone-anchored amputation prostheses. 

The bone response to the surface chemistry was the main factor of interest in paper I and II. 
It was evaluated by adding a low amount of Zr to electron beam melted Co–Cr–Mo implants 
in vivo using a rabbit model, and a novel Ti–Ta–Nb–Zr alloy was compared to cp–Ti in vivo 
using a rat model, respectively. Surface roughness parameters and factors related to the 
removal torque technique were identified in a systematic experimental study (Paper III). 
Finite element analysis was used to study the effect of surface topography and geometry on 
mechanical retention and fracture progression at the implant interface (Paper IV). In the last 
paper, site-specific loading of the bone-implant interface was measured on patients treated 
with bone-anchored amputation prosthesis. The effect of typical every-day loading for the 
bone-implant system was simulated by finite element analysis. Evaluation of retrieved tissue 
samples from a patient undergoing implant revision was conducted to determine the 
interfacial condition after long-term usage (Paper V). 

It was concluded that the surface topography, the surface chemistry and the medium 
surrounding the implant were all found to influence the stability of the implant. A model of 
interfacial retention and fracture progression around an implant was proposed. Observations 
of bone resorption around an amputation abutment can partly be explained by the long-term 
effect of daily loading. 

In summary, the implant surface properties can be tailored for improved biomechanical 
anchorage and optimal load transfer, thus reducing the risk of implant failures and 
complications in patients. 
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